Designed for What Moves You
A full suite of powerful tools and accessories built for the modern hybrid work-world

Whatever your team does can now be done anywhere. So, Lenovo offers an easy, one-stop shop to equip on-the-go workspaces with powerful tools and accessories that inspire innovation and help your workforce continue doing what they love, wherever they go.
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Clutter-free Collaboration

Productive collaboration in the modern workplace requires purpose-built technology. At Lenovo, we understand that our visual and accessories solutions should help your employees achieve productivity levels beyond their expectations by eliminating distractions, like the clutter of cables and power cords.

ThinkVision P27h-30 Monitor
These 27-inch masterpieces showcase stunning, nearly bezel-less displays with excellent ergonomics and versatility to fit wherever you set your office.
- Natural low blue light technology lowers eyestrain
- Fully adjustable stand for relaxed ergonomics
- One cable connectivity for clutter-free workspace
- Automatic critical firmware updates for home-based and mixed-PC environment ease

Learn More

Clearly Better Meetings: ThinkVision MC60 Monitor WebCam
Add clarity and clear images for videoconferencing with the Lenovo ThinkVision MC60 Monitor Webcam. This feature-rich webcam adds easy functionality to daily operations when bundled with the monitor.
- 1080p webcam with 1/2.9-inch large sensor delivers super video clarity
- Dual microphones with noise cancellation
- Perfectly connects with ThinkVision monitors
- Privacy shutter

Learn More
ThinkVision M14d Monitor
Experience 14-inches of powerful productivity designed for the mobile-professional workstyle no matter where work takes you. Empower your passion anywhere with the ThinkVision M14d Mobile Monitor from Lenovo—from the coffee shop to the kitchen counter.
• Ultraslim and ultralight for extreme portability
• Low blue light technology lowers eyestrain
• One cable connection via USB Type-C
• Unique design (power pass through, height adjustment, mounting support)

Lessen Distractions: Lenovo Go ANC Headset
The Lenovo Go Wireless ANC Headset with Microsoft Teams Certification and cutting-edge noise cancellation technology helps both office and remote workers tune-out distractions and tune-in to their work.
• Left-side and right-side wearing
• Flip to mute microphones
• Triple connectivity: Dual Bluetooth + USB audio
• Swift pairing
• 1.5 hours charging time to full, up to 35 hours playback time

Toggling Timesaver: Lenovo Go Multi-Device Mouse
Designed to be the only mouse you need, the Lenovo Go Wireless Multi-Device Mouse can be paired with up to 3 devices and effortlessly cycle between them with a push of a button.
• Compact ambidextrous design
• Silent left/right keys with 2-way scroll wheel (up / down)
• 800 - 1600- 2400 on-the-fly adjustable DPI
• Supports Bluetooth Swift Pair
• Rechargeable: 2 - 3 months use, 1.5 - 2 hours to fully charge (may vary based on usage)
• Charges wirelessly through Qi or by USB-C (cable provided)

Impressive Portability
Your workforce needs unbridled tech to empower them to do what moves them. Our solutions answer that need and take it even further as you’ll see from their business-savvy, people-first features.

Learn More
Flexible Temporary Workspaces:
Hot Desking and Desk Hoteling

For hybrid employees coming back into the office, reshape the office by implementing flexible personal workspaces for employees that come in the office one or two days per week. And Lenovo solutions help organizations like yours make flexible workplace more efficient and effective. Decide on the level of mobility and on-the-go collaboration your team needs to do what moves them to make your solution choice.

Lenovo ThinkBook 13s Gen 2
• Lightweight 13.3” SMB laptop with premium aluminum design
• Powered by 11th Gen Intel® Core™ processor
• Long battery life & Rapid Charge technology
• Vast storage & responsive memory with M.2 PCIe SSD & dual-channel LPDDR5 options
• Speedy & secure power button activated by touch fingerprint reader
• AI-based technology for smart meetings enables notetaking, translations, & more

Learn More

ThinkPad Universal USB-C Dock
• One cable, endless capabilities
• Enterprise networking and security
• Compact design
• Easily connect to an external 4K or 1080P display with HDMI or VGA, wired RJ45 network, two USB-A devices, and USB-C power pass-through – all via a single USB-C cable that disappears inside the minimalist design
• Compatible with Lenovo branded USB-C notebooks thanks to easy, driverless plug-and-play. Power any notebook up to 45W with the included 65W USB-C power adapter

Learn More

Lenovo ThinkBook 13x Gen 2
• Built on the Intel® Evo™ platform
• Up to 12th Gen Intel® Core™ processor
• Advanced Intel® Iris® Xe graphics
• A 13.3” display with a tall, 16:10 aspect
• Long lasting battery life
• Sleek, portable and lightweight chassis
• Perfect for the on-the-go business professional or student

Learn More

ThinkVision P34w-20 Monitor with USB-C Docking Station Built-In
• 27.0” QHD (3440 x 1440) 4-side near-edgeless display
• USB Type-C one cable solution
• Ethernet port and built-in speakers
• 99% sRGB color calibration
• 21:9 aspect ratio
• True Split and ThinkColor

Learn More

Lenovo ThinkVision MC60 Monitor Webcam Built-In
• 1080p webcam with 1/2.9-inch large sensor delivers super video clarity
• Dual microphones with noise cancellation
• Perfectly connects with ThinkVision monitors
• Privacy shutter

Learn More

Includes ThinkBook 13x Gen 2, ThinkVision P27h-30 Monitor with built-in dock and MC60 webcam.
ThinkPad Essential 16-inch Backpack (Eco)
- Two main compartments, including a dedicated padded PC pocket, designed to fit Lenovo ThinkPad laptops up to 16 inches
- Two additional front zip pockets for quick accessory access
- One mesh side water bottle holder to keep you hydrated
- Convenient luggage strap on back panel for travel and commutes
- Easy-grip zippers for effortless packing and unpacking
- Classic black nylon exterior, grey interior lining, with splashes of classic red accents
- Each bag contains the equivalent of at least two recycled plastic bottles

Lenovo Essential Wireless Keyboard & Mouse Combo
- Hassle-free one dongle connection
- 2.5-zone, adjustable tilt & spill-resistant keyboard
- Ambidextrous mouse with 1200 DPI

Lenovo Go Wired Speakerphone
- Microsoft TEAMS certified
- Omni-directional 2 mics, up to 1.5 M pick-up
- 3x the level of noise reduction versus competition
- Full duplex, AEC (Acoustic Echo Cancellation) and AGC (Automatic Gain Control) support
- Beam forming & far field pick-up tech on mics
- A perfect addition for any remote videoconferencing set up

Achieve More: Work from Anywhere Essentials
Give your team that extra edge with productivity-enhancing accessories that go the extra mile—no matter where they work. Outfit them with accessories customized to their specific needs to improve their computing experience.
Ergonomic Movers and Shakers: Lenovo Go

Collaborating in a busy environment means needing the right technology to hear, be heard, and think effectively. Lenovo Go accessories—with a full suite of keyboards, mice, headsets, and power banks—are designed to work better together with everything you need to experience enhanced productivity and effective collaboration on the go.

Thrive in a dynamic workplace with products that are:

• Easy to use, store, and carry
• Designed for seamless online meetings
• Sleek and clean

Lenovo Go Wireless Split Keyboard

• Human-inspired true ergonomic split keyboard
• 13-degrees splay for straight typing, comfortable neck and shoulders
• 11-degrees vertical tenting for more natural typing posture
• 4-degrees negative tilt riser to reduce wrist pain
• Tactile and responsive, scissor switch keys
• Treated cork palm rest, soft cushion to reduce palm wrist strain

Lenovo Go Wireless Vertical Mouse

• True ergonomic vertical design
• Natural handshake position to reduce forearm and wrist strain
• Comfort grip with UV-coated cork material
• Easy to wipe and clean, resistant to common liquids and gels
• 6 button mouse, 3 programmable side buttons
• On-the-fly DPI adjustment, up to 2400 DPI
• Blue optical sensor
• Supports Lenovo Unified Pairing Dongle
• Customize via Lenovo Go Accessory Central

Learn More
Make the Move: Equipping Your Team

Outfit your hybrid workspace with inspiring tech tools by clicking the link below to contact a Lenovo rep and give your team the right tech to do what moves them.

CONTACT US